Abstract. Often, a data object described by many features can be naturally decomposed into multiple "views", where each view consists of a subset of features. For example, a video clip may have a video view and an audio view. Given a set of training data objects with multiple views, where some objects are labeled and the others are not, semi-supervised learning with graphs from multi-views tries to learn a classifier by treating each view as a similarity graph on all objects, where edges are defined by the similarity on object pairs based on the view attributes. Labels and label relevance ranking scores of labeled objects can be propagated from labeled objects to unlabeled objects on the similarity graphs so that similar objects receive similar labels. The state-of-the-art, one-combofits-all methods linearly and independently combine either the metrics or the label propagation results from multi-views and then build a model based on the combined results. However, the similarities between various objects may be manifested differently by different views. In such situations, the one-combo-fits-all methods may not perform well. To tackle the problem, we develop an iterative Semi-Supervised Metric Fusion (SSMF) approach in this paper. SSMF fuses metrics and label propagation results from multi-views iteratively until the fused metric and label propagation results converge simultaneously. Views are weighted dynamically during the fusion process so that the adversary effect of irrelevant views, identified at each iteration of fusion process, can be reduced effectively. To evaluate the effectiveness of SSMF, we apply it on multi-view based and content based image retrieval and multi-view based multi-label image classification on real world data set, which demonstrates that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
Semi-supervised learning with graphs [10] is an important and effective approach, which propagates limited label information to unlabeled data objects on a similarity graph. A similarity graph uses the set of objects as vertices, and links edges based on the similarity between objects. Edges in a similarity graph may take similarity scores as weights. After label propagation [10] or manifold ranking [9] in a similarity graph, the more similar two objects, the more likely they have similar labels or the similar label relevance ranking scores. This property is called local smoothness [8] . The labeled objects iteratively propagate the label information or label relevance ranking scores to unlabeled ones via graph edges until convergence, and the final labeling result based on the label relevance scores should be consistent to the initial label information, which is called global consistency [8] .
Often, a data object described by many features can be naturally decomposed into multiple "views", where each view consists of a subset of features. For example, an image may have a color view and a shape view. Given a set of training data objects with multi-views, where some objects are labeled and the others are not, semi-supervised learning with graphs from multi-views tries to learn a classifier by incorporating the complementary information from multi-views. More often than not, the similarities between various objects may be manifested differently by different views. In such situations, the one-combo-fits-all methods [3, 5, 6] may not perform well, since they use the same linear fusion from multiviews for all objects. Moreover, different views in such methods don't collaborate with each other to achieve consistency when performing fusion process.
To tackle the problem, in this paper, we develop an iterative fusion approach, called SSMF (for semi-supervised metric fusion and cross-view label propagation). SSMF fuses metrics and label propagation results from multi-views iteratively until the fused metric and label propagation results converge simultaneously. Views are weighted dynamically during the fusion process so that the adversary effect of irrelevant views can be reduced effectively. Here, the similarity in an irrelevant view contributes negatively to the similarity measurement matching the ground truth. Specifically, in each iteration, there are two steps. In the semi-supervised metric fusion step, for each view we form a fused metric by combining the current metric of the view and the label propagation results from other views. Unlike the methods in [2, 4] that obtain a fused metric from multi-views without label information, the metric fusion step in our method fully utilizes the label information from all views. In the label propagation step, in each view we conduct label propagation using the fused metric. This step incorporates the complementary information from other views rather than from a single view only. Our SSMF method iteratively conducts the two steps until convergence.
The critical idea here is that the metric fusion and cross-view label propagation processes are complementary to each other. Moreover, we fuse the similarity matrix from one view and label the relevance matrix from other views to yield a cross-view based query (label) driven similarity matrix.
Contributions. Our major contributions can be summarized as follows.
1. We develop an iterative fusion approach SSMF in this paper. SSMF fuses metrics and label propagation results from multi-views iteratively until the fused metric and label propagation results converge simultaneously. We prove the convergence in SSMF theoretically.
